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Abstract—When learning from high-dimensional data for
symbolic regression, genetic programming typically could not
generalise well. Feature selection, as a data preprocessing method,
can potentially contribute not only to improving the efficiency
of learning algorithms but also to enhancing the generalisation
ability. However, in genetic programming for high-dimensional
symbolic regression, feature selection before learning is seldom
considered. In this work, we propose a new feature selection
method based on permutation to select features for high-
dimensional symbolic regression using genetic programming.
A set of experiments has been conducted to investigate the
performance of the proposed method on the generalisation of
genetic programming for high-dimensional symbolic regression.
The regression results confirm the superior performance of the
proposed method over the other examined feature selection
methods. Further analysis indicates that the models evolved by
the proposed method are more likely to contain only the truly
relevant features and have better interpretability.

Index Terms—Genetic Programming, Feature Selection, Gen-
eralisation, Symbolic Regression

I. INTRODUCTION

OVER the past decade, with the development of data
collection techniques, the dimensionality of data (i.e.

the number of features) has become increasingly higher in
real-world machine learning tasks. The high dimensionality
of the data often decreases the ability of learning algorithms
to extract useful information from original data with all
features, since it is prone to learn from irrelevant features as
well as noise. Furthermore, there are some other problems
when learning from high-dimensional data, such as the curse
of dimensionality [1], higher risk of overfitting, and more
expensive computational cost.

Feature selection is a process of identifying a subset of
relevant features that are necessary to describe the output
variables. When learning from high-dimensional data, feature
selection is desired. Much work has already been devoted
to feature selection [2], [3], [4]. However, most of them are
proposed for classification tasks. Genetic Programming (GP)
[5] for symbolic regression (SR) seldom considers feature
selection, and it is even rare when GP tackles high-dimensional
symbolic regression tasks. The underlying reason is that GP
has the built-in feature selection ability when exploring the
feature space to create a SR model. However, the built-in
feature selection ability of GP is typically not strong enough
for high-dimensional regression tasks.

Generalisation is a kind of ability with which the learnt
model can have good prediction performance on unseen data.

Generally, it is measured by the prediction error of the model
over a set of unseen test samples. While generalisation has
been considered as an important aspect in many fields in
machine learning for a long time [6], [7], it has not received
much attention in GP for symbolic regression. Since the
publication of Kushchu’s work on the generalisation of GP
in 2002 [8], growing attention has been devoted to promoting
the generalisation of GP for symbolic regression [9], [10],
[11]. However, contributions to the generalisation in GP are
far behind when compared with the fast development of GP
for symbolic regression. Thus, generalisation remains an open
issue on GP [12].

When learning an unknown model for symbolic regression
in a high-dimension feature space, the generalisation capability
of GP would decrease. Feature selection, as a data preprocess-
ing method, can remove noise and irrelevant features. It has
the potential to reduce the risk of overfitting, thus promote
the generalisation ability of GP. However, not much work on
feature selection to improve the generalisation of GP has been
proposed for high-dimensional regression to date.

Goals: The goal of this work is to propose a new feature
selection method to improve the generalisation ability of
GP for symbolic regression, specifically when learning from
high-dimensional data. This work will cover three research
questions as follows:

• how feature selection can influence the learning ability
of GP regarding the training performance,

• whether feature selection can enhance the generalisation
ability of GP for high-dimensional regression tasks, and

• whether the new feature selection method can select
the truly relevant features for high-dimensional symbolic
regression.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Genetic Programming for Symbolic Regression
Symbolic regression, as a kind of regression analysis, is

a model identification process [5]. The task is to identify the
relationship between the input variables and the response vari-
ables in a dataset, and express their relationship in symbolic
models. The main strength of symbolic regression is that it
neither requires any pre-specified form and size of the model
nor needs to assume any distribution of the data. Symbolic re-
gression is named to emphasise that the identification process
can find a symbolic description. This is the sharp difference
from classical regression methods aiming to find a set of
coefficients of a pre-defined model.
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The symbolic nature of solutions and requiring no prior
knowledge make GP very suitable for symbolic regression.
Many different GP variants have been developed to improve
symbolic regression in its efficiency and effectiveness in pre-
vious work [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. Despite the
many success stories in GP for symbolic regression, improving
its generalisation ability is still an open issue as it tends to
overfit.

B. Feature Selection

Feature selection removes irrelevant and redundant features.
Thus it brings a dimensional reduction in the dataset. Feature
selection can not only make the learning process more efficient
but also enhance the learning performance [20], [21]. Tech-
niques for feature selection can be divided into three groups:
filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded methods [20],
[22]. Filter methods [23], [24] select a subset of features
based on kinds of criteria such as mutual information. Yu et
al. [24] proposed a filter feature selection method based on
a measure named predominant correlation. In their method,
the predominant features are identified and selected using the
symmetrical uncertainty (SU) measure. Wrapper methods [25],
[26], [27] use a learning algorithm as a black-box and select
subsets of features based on the performance of the learning
algorithm. Embedded methods [28], [29], [30] incorporate the
feature selection process within the learning process.

1) Genetic Programming for Feature Selection: As the
features appearing in the evolved individual can be treated
as a set of selected features, thus GP is considered to have
the built-in feature selection ability. The built-in ability of
GP in detecting important features by exploring the feature
space has made it a valuable method for feature selection. A
number of different GP-based feature selection methods have
been proposed in the literature [3], [31], [32], [33], [34].

Neshatian et al. [3] developed a Pareto GP for feature
selection in classification tasks. They designed a function
to measure the relevance of subsets of features. A Pareto
front archive was maintained, which consists of non-dominated
subsets of features having a low cardinality (i.e. the number
of features the subset contains) and high relevance. They
also adopted methods to avoid bloat and overfitting to allow
GP to explore large subsets of features. The experimental
results show that the feature selection method can improve the
classification accuracy while decreasing the complexity of the
evolved classifiers. However, the proposed method might have
some limitations when the cardinality of desired best subset
of features is high. Muni et al. [31] proposed a GP-based
feature selection method to address the skewed/unbalanced
high-dimensional classification tasks, which combined multi-
ple most commonly used feature selection metrics. The results
indicate that the method can bring dimension reduction as
well as increase the classification accuracy. Moore et al. [35]
introduced a nonlinear gene-gene (feature-feature) interactions
measure based on information entropy into their Pareto GP
system for genetic analysis of diseases. The many-objectives
GP system uses three objectives (classification accuracy, model
size and the interaction measure) to guide the search towards
models including features that are risk factors for the disease.

The GP system is claimed to be able to find accurate models
despite the size and complexity of the feature space.

We recently proposed a method namely genetic program-
ming with feature selection (GPWFS) in [36]. GPWFS is
a two-stage feature selection method for high-dimensional
symbolic regression. It splits the evolutionary process of GP
into two phases by a parameter Gf . The major task of the
first phase is feature selection. On each generation of this
phase, all the distinct features appearing in the top � percent
individuals are collected, since these features are considered
to be candidates of important features. At the end of the first
phase, a set of potentially important features Fc is formed.
The second phase is the standard evolutionary process on a
population of reinitialised individuals. On the first generation
of the second phase, GPWFS reinitialises the population by
keeping the top � percent individuals while replacing the
rest. The replacement will take the form of an equal number
of randomly generated individuals using a new terminal set
formed by the set of selected features Fc. The effectiveness
of GPWFS on enhancing the generalisation of GP was in-
vestigated and confirmed in [36]. However, GPWFS needs
to tune two key parameters Gf and �, which are problem
dependent and sensitive to the parameter settings of GP, such
as the population size and the total number of generations.
More details can be seen in [36].

2) Random Forests and Decision Tree-based Methods for
Feature Selection: Random forests (RF) [37] is an ensemble
learning algorithm, which constructs a forest of decision trees
and provides solutions for classification and regression tasks.
RF uses a concept of permutation variable importance over
the out-of-bag (OOB) examples. The OOB examples are
observations that are not exposed to the decision tree. For each
variable in the decision tree, the values of the variable in the
OOB examples are permuted (randomly rearranged within the
OOB examples). Then each permuted example is passed down
the tree. The total increase of the regression error is defined
to be the variable importance. The bigger value means the
variable is more important.

The family of decision trees like ID3 [38], C4.5 [39], C5.0
[40] can also be applied to feature selection. In these decision
trees, the variable importance is computed in two ways. The
first one is calculating the percentage of training examples
falling into all the terminal nodes after the split of the variable.
Generally, it is biased to features in the early split nodes. The
other one tries to avoid this bias by taking the percentage of
splits that a variable is used into consideration as well when
assigning importance score.

C. Generalisation in GP for Symbolic Regression

Generalisation is a kind of ability with which a learnt model
can obtain good prediction results on unseen test data. For
supervised learning problems, generalisation is one of the
most important performance measures for learning algorithms,
since it proves the existence of effective learning. Overfitting
is the contrary concept of generalisation. Overfitting occurs
when the learnt model has a low training error but a high test
error. In contrast, models with good generalisation capability
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can perform well not only on the training data but more
importantly on unseen data. Learning unknown models from
a high-dimensional feature space runs the risk of overfitting
and leads to poor generalisation.

Generalisation has been treated as an important issue in
many fields of machine learning for a long time [6]. In GP
for classification, the generalisation ability of GP programs has
been investigated for a long time. Much work has already been
devoted to improving the generalisation in GP for classification
[41], [42], [43], but not much done for generalisation in GP
for symbolic regression in the past. For a long time, symbolic
regression has been treated as an optimisation task and used
all the available data for evolution. In recent years, growing
attention has been devoted to increasing generalisation in GP
for symbolic regression [9], [17], [18], [44]. Uy et al. [9]
developed new semantic-aware operators to maintain locality
thus yielding a better generalisation of GP. Haeri et al. [17]
proposed variance-based layered learning GP, which decom-
pose the evolutionary process into several hierarchical layers.
From lower to higher, these layers were trained using different
training sets, from less to more complex. The complexity of
the training sets is measured by the variance of the output
values. This measure is also applied to evaluate the complexity
of candidate models. The experimental results show that the
layered GP can enhance the generalisation ability of GP
while reducing the model complexity. Mousavi et al. [18]
presented a multiobjective GP (MOGP) method to enhance
the generalisation by controlling the first order derivative of
GP models. In MOGP, in addition to purchasing the lower
training error, the first order derivative of the candidate model,
which measures the model complexity, is considered to be the
other objective. The experimental results show that MOGP has
better generalisation gain than standard GP.

In summary, much work has been devoted to GP-based
feature selection to improve the classification performance.
However, for regression tasks, especially for high-dimensional
regression, more attention is deserved. There is no existing
work in this field and feature selection is desired to improve
the regression performance and generalisation of GP when the
dimensionality is high.

III. THE PROPOSED FEATURE SELECTION METHOD

This work proposes a new feature selection method, which
is named genetic programming with permutation importance
(GPPI). It is based on our previous research, i.e. GPWFS
[36]. The two methods share the same assumption that GP
can explore the search space to detect important features
automatically. We assume that relevant features appear in
highly fit GP individuals, even though not all these features are
relevant. Thus, they can form a candidate set of important fea-
tures for feature selection. However, GPPI has a significantly
different way to determine the importance of the features
from GPWFS. Moreover, while GPWFS is a GP method for
regression with an embedded feature selection phase, GPPI is
a feature selection method for preprocessing the data for GP
for symbolic regression (GPSR).

GPPI
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Fig. 1. Data Flow Diagram for GP-GPPI.

A. The Overall Structure

Fig. 1 shows the data flow diagram for the new GPSR
system namely — GP-GPPI, which includes a feature selection
component GPPI. The training process of the GP system
consists of two sequential phases. Firstly, GPPI is applied to
the training data to select a subset of important features. Then
standard GP evolves regression models on the selected training
data with only the selected features. The key component of
the new GPSR system is GPPI. GPPI improves GPWFS in
two aspects. The first is the definition of the good individuals,
which are the source of important features. GPWFS treats cer-
tain top individuals with the highest fitness values as the good
individuals. Instead, GPPI collects the best-of-run individuals
from a number of GP runs. Compared to their counterpart
in GPWFS, the good individuals in GPPI are sufficiently
evolved and contain important features by utilising the natural
feature selection ability of GP. The second aspect lies in
the determination of important features. GPWFS collects all
the distinct features present in the good individuals as the
relatively important features. GPPI computes a quantitative
importance value of these distinct features. Feature selection
produces in a metric of importance values. The details of GPPI
will be presented in Section III.C and III.D.

B. Fitness Function

In this work, the fitness function in both GPPI and GPSR
is Normalised Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE), which
evaluates the performance of individuals for feature selection
and regression. The definition of NRMSE is given in Equation
(1).

NRMSE= RMSE

Y
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�Y

min

(1)

where the term (Y
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) is the range of the target variable
and RMSE is the root mean square error. The definition of
RMSE is shown in Equation (2).
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where N is the number of instances, f(X
i

) is the output of the
model and Y

i

is the target output.

C. Permutation Feature Importance

As mentioned above, not all the features appearing in
the highly fit individuals are important. Thus, the crucial
component of the feature selection method is a quantitative
measure of feature importance, which can tell the difference
between the appearing features. Feature importance can be
defined as the correlation between the feature and the target
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Fig. 2. GP for Permutation Importance (GPPI).

feature, or the extent to which the feature can contribute to
reducing the error between the output and the target values.

Permutation variable/feature importance in RF is a widely
used score to measure the importance of a given feature [45].
Permuting the values of the feature refers to rearranging the
values of the feature randomly within the dataset. For example,
the values of a feature are denoted as {4,7,9}, the permuta-
tion of the feature can take a random form among {4,9,7},
{7,4,9}, {7,9,4}, {9,7,4}, {9,4,7}. The underlying mechanism
for permutation importance is that important features should
have a higher influence on the performance of models, i.e. for
regression problems, permuting a more important feature will
lead to a higher regression error. Based on this hypothesis, we
measure the feature importance in GP for symbolic regression
based on permutation.

Fig.2 presents the main process of GPPI. While the left
part of the figure shows the process of calculating permutation
feature importance in one GP run, the right part describes the
process to obtain the permutation importance of one feature.
The whole process is defined as:

1) Randomly split the training data into a sub-training set
and a sub-test set.

2) Carry out a standard GP run and get the best-of-run
individual I

b

, which has the lowest training error over
the sub-training set.

3) Compute the generalisation error of I
b

over the sub-test
set, which is referred to Err

org

(I
b

).
4) For each feature X

j

in I
b

, permute its values within the
sub-test set, and get the test error of I

b

on the permuted
sub-test set, shown as Err

pmt

(I
b

).
5) Calculate the distance between Err

org

(I
b

) and Err
pmt

(I
b

),
and use it to measure the raw feature importance of the
feature FI

raw

(X
j

) according to:
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b

)�Err
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Algorithm 1: Permutation Importance of Features
Initialise the number of GP runs n, the total number of features m, all

feature importances FIs[n][m];
for g := 1 to n do GP run loop

Randomly split the training set into a sub-training set (70%) D
ta

and a sub-teset set (30%) D
te

;
Run GP on D

ta

;
Select the individual I

b

with min(Err
ta

) on D
ta

;
Calculate the Err

org

of I
b

over D
te

;
Collect all the distinct features {X

i

,...,X
k

} in I
b

;
for j := 1 to the length of Ib do Raw Importance loop

Shuffle/permute the values of X
j

within D
te

, to form the
permuted sub-test set D

pte

;
Compute the Err

pmt

of Ib over D
pte

;
Calculate the raw importance value
FI

raw

(X
j

)=Err
pmt

(I
b

)�Err
org

(I
b

) ;
Put FI

raw

(X
j

) into FIs, i.e. FIs[g][j]=FI
raw

(X
j

);
end

end
for f := 1 to m do Scaled Importance loop

Obtain the mean raw importance of X
f

by
FI

raw

(X
f

)=
P

n

i=1
FIs[i][f ]/n;

Obtain the standard deviation of X
f

by

�(X
f

)=

qP
n

i=1

�
FIs[i][f ]�FI

raw

(X
f

)
�2

/n;
Calculate the scaled importance value of X

f

by
FI

sca

(X
f

)=FI
raw

(X
f

)/
�

�p
n

�
;

end

Steps 4 and 5 need to be performed for each distinct feature
in the best-of-run individual Ib. It is important to note that the
importance values of features absent from Ib are defined to
be 0 in that GP run. The whole process repeats n (n � 30)
independent GP runs on the given training data. The condition
n � 30 is to reduce the bias of random seed used in GP runs
on the importance values. The pseudo-code of this procedure
is shown in Algorithm 1.

In order to make the feature selection according the impor-
tance values to be fexible and problem-independent, the final
importance of a feature is defined as the scaled importance,
which is the average raw feature importance normalised by
the standard error of raw feature importance. It is given as:

FI
sca

(X
j

)=
FI

raw

(X
j

)

�p
n

(4)

where n is the number of GP runs, FI
raw

(X
j

) is the average
value of the raw feature importances in n GP runs, � is the
standard deviation, and �p

n
is the standard error.

D. Feature Selection according to Permutation Feature Im-
portance

Instead of employing the whole set of features, GP-GPPI
will use a subset of features selected by GPPI. In GPPI,
features with positive FI

sca

(X
j

) are selected. The positive
value indicates that these features have a positive effect in
reducing the regression error, and they are potentially more
important than their counterparts with negative importance
values. The main advantage of this selection metric is problem-
independent, which is especially suitable for regression prob-
lems without domain knowledge. It does not depend on the
problem domain and the total number of features. The set
of positive features is expected to remove noise and irrele-
vant features. Thus, it can reduce the risk of overfitting and
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potentially improve the generalisation performance of GP for
high-dimensional symbolic regression.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

To demonstrate the feature selection ability of GPPI and
investigate its effectiveness on promoting the generalisation
ability of GPSR, sets of experiments have been conducted. A
comparison has been made between our new GPSR system
GP-GPPI and GPSR with several various feature selection
methods.

A. Benchmark Methods

A comparison between GP-GPPI and five benchmark meth-
ods, which employ feature selection for GPSR, has been
conducted in this work. The first two benchmark methods
are GP-Random Forests (GP-RF) and GP-C5.0 decision trees
(GP-C5.0). The other three methods are our previous method
GPWFS and two variants of GPWFS. The details of the five
benchmark methods are as follows:

• GP-Random Forests (GP-RF) is a GPSR method using
features selected by random forest (RF). The permutation
feature/variable importance values in RF are obtained
from 30 runs using 30 different seed numbers. This
setting can reduce the influence of the random seed on the
importance of features. Bootstrap samples are exposed to
construct the trees, and the out-of-bag samples are used
to calculate the permutation importance.

• GP-C5.0 decision trees (GP-C5.0) is a GPSR method
which employs C5.0 for feature selection. The feature
importances in C5.0 are also obtained from 30 runs using
the same sub-training sets as GPPI. When calculating the
importance of a feature, the metric, which considers the
percentage of splits the feature makes, is employed.

• GPWFS is a GPSR method for simultaneous feature
selection and regression. A brief description of GPWFS
has been given in Section II-B1. For more details, readers
are referred to [36].

• GPWFS1 is GPWFS using a different setting. GPWFS1
differs from GPWFS in the number of generations for
the two stages. The first stage of GPWFS1 has the
same number of generations that GPPI uses for feature
selection. The number of generations in the second stage
is the same as that GP-GPPI used for symbolic regression.
GPWFS1 is examined to make the comparison between
GP-GPPI and GPWFS close to fair.

• GPWFS2 is a variant of GPWFS. It splits GP for fea-
ture selection and GP for symbolic regression into two
separate stages. At the end of the feature selection stage,
GPWFS2 collects all the distinct features appearing in the
best-of-run individuals of 30 GP runs. Then the regression
will perform on these selected features. In fact, GPWFS2
differs from GP-GPPI only in lacking the permutation
method to determine the important of features.

In addition to these feature selection methods, standard GP,
which uses the whole set of features as input and performs
built-in feature selection, is also used for comparison. How-
ever, it is used as a baseline for comparison. The main focus

of this work is on the comparison among GP with various
feature selection methods. In each GP for regression method,
100 independent GP runs have been conducted. All the GP
methods are implemented under the ECJ GP framework [46].
RF and C5.0 for feature selection are implemented under the
R packages, which are “randomForest” [47] for RF and “C50”
[48] for C5.0.

For a more comprehensive comparison, we also compare
GP-GPPI with two non-symbolic regression methods, least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) [49] and
RF for regression. LASSO performs feature selection by
employing an `1 penalty to shrink some coefficients in the
regression model to be 0. In this way, LASSO can effectively
enhance the prediction performance of the regression model.
These two methods are both implemented under R packages
“glmnet” [50] and “randomForest” [47] with default settings.
Furthermore, we investigate the influence of the computation
load on GP-GPPI, and conduct a comparison between GP and
GP-GPPI under the same computation time.

B. Parameters

The parameters for all GP runs are summarised in Table I.
The generations for GPWFS1 is 100 (50 generations for the
first stage and the other 50 generations for the second stage).
For GPWFS, the two key parameters, which are the number
of generations Gf to decide the splitting point of the two
phases and � to define the percentage of top individuals, are
tuned using three different values, respectively. Since the total
number of generations is 50, Gf is properly set to 25, 30, 35.
� takes the values of 5%, 10%, 15%. Thus, 9 (3 ⇤ 3) different
settings of GPWFS have been conducted. For GPWFS1, the
value of Gf is fixed (Gf=50). The value of � in GPWFS1
is tuned among 5%, 10%, 15%. Thus, 3 different settings of
GPWFS1 have been conducted.

In each run of RF for feature selection, a forest of 500 trees
is built. The size of randomly chosen candidate features for
each node is defined to be m/3, where m is the total number
of features on the dataset. The values are recommended values
for regression [37]. The same settings are used in RF for
regression. In C5.0, the parameter “metric” is set to “splits”,
which means the percentage of splits associated with each
feature will take a part in calculating the feature importance.
Other parameters use the default values. The feature selection
criterion in C5.0 and RF is the same as GPPI, which is select-
ing features with positive importance values. As mentioned
earlier, we assume these features have the potential to reduce
the regression error. Thus, they are more important and should
be selected. The selection criterion has a benefit of being
problem-independent. Compared with only selecting the top
features, it can reduce the risk of missing some important
features (particularly when the top features are redundant).

We have compared GP and GP-GPPI under the same
computation time and investigated the influence of the higher
computation load on the results of GP-GPPI at the same time.
In this set of experiments, the population size of GP-GPPI
is increased to 1024, while other parameters are the same as
shown in Table I. Standard GP has a population of 2048 and
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TABLE I
PARAMETER SETTINGS

Parameters Values
Population Size 512
Generations 50 (100 for GPWFS1)
Crossover Rate 0.9
Mutation Rate 0.1
Elitism Rate 0.01
Maximum Tree Depth 10
Initialisation Ramped-Half&Half
Minimum Initialisation Depth 2
Maximum Initialisation Depth 6
Function Set +, 0�, ⇤, Inv( 1

x

), sqrt

Terminal Set
Features (Selected Features)
, Random Constant
2 [�1.0, 1.0)

Fitness Function NRMSE
GPWFS (GPWFS1)
Generation for Feature Selection — G

f

25, 30, 35 (50 for GPWFS1)
Percentage of Top Individuals — � 5%, 10%, 15%

TABLE II
TWO SYNTHETIC FUNCTIONS

Functions Training Samples Test Sample Noise

F1=�g

X1X2
X

2
3

70 points
X1,X2=rnd[0,1]

X3=rnd[1,2]

30 points
X1,X2=rnd[0,1]

X3=rnd[1,2]

50 input variables
= rnd[0, 1]

F2=
30X1X3

(X�10)X2
2

1000 points
X1,X3=rnd(�1,1)

X2=rnd(1,2)

10000 points
X1,X3=rnd(�1,1)

X2=rnd(1,2)

50 input variables
= rnd[0, 1]

will be terminated when it uses the same computation time as
GP-GPPI (the time of feature selection and regression).

C. Datasets

In this work, the experiments are conducted on six high-
dimensional regression datasets. While two of the datasets are
synthetic data, the other four are real-world high-dimensional
data. The relevant features in the two synthetic datasets with
noise are known, which makes these datasets particularly
suitable to examine the ability of a feature selection method
[51]. The functions of the two synthetic datasets are shown in
Table II. F1 is the famous Newton’s Law of gravitation, g is the
gravitational constant with the value of 6.67408E�11. F2 was
taken from [52]. The sampling strategies for the training data
and the test data are also shown in Table II. The noise, which
were added to each dataset, consists of 50 input variables with
random values in the range [0, 1]. The purpose of adding noise
is to check whether the feature selection methods can eliminate
noise and select the truly relevant features.

The four real-world regression datasets are taken from UCI
[53] and previous literature on the generalisation of GP for
symbolic regression [54], [55]. They are high-dimensional
regression datasets having hundreds to thousands of features.
Feature selection is more desired for these datasets than their
counterparts with a smaller number of features. The first
dataset LD50 is about the pharmacokinetics, the task of which
is to predict the value of a pharmacokinetics parameter —
the median lethal dose (represented as LD50). It has been
used in much recent work on the generalisation of GP [54],
[55], [56]. The second dataset is the Diffuse Large-B-Cell
Lymphoma (represented as DLBCL), which was collected
from Rosenwald et al. [57]. The task is to predict the survival
time of patients who have diffuse large-B-cell lymphoma and

TABLE III
BENCHMARK PROBLEMS

Name # Features #Total Instances #Training Instances #Test Instances
F1 53 100 70 30
F2 53 11000 1000 10000
LD50 626 234 163 71
DLBCL 7399 240 180 60
CCUN 124 1994 1395 599
CCN 122 1994 1395 599

received chemotherapy. The remaining two datasets are taken
from UCI [53]. They are about communities and crimes within
the United States, the Communities and Crime unnormalised
dataset (CCUN) and the Communities and Crime normalised
dataset (CCN). Both of them are to predict the per capita
crimes. We discarded the instances which have missing values,
so the number of instances in CCUN and CCN used in this
work is smaller than the original data.

D. The Training Sets and the Test Sets

In this work, each dataset is split into a training set and a test
set to investigate the generalisation performance of the evolved
model in GP on unseen data. The number of features, training
instances and test instances of the six datasets (including
two synthetic datasets) are shown in Table III. Four of the
six datasets (expect DLBCL and F2) are split with 70% of
instances randomly selected from the datasets for training and
the other 30% instances forms the test set. This is a widely
accepted way of splitting the dataset in machine learning [11],
[55]. The training set and test set are provided in DLBCL. The
number of training data points and test data points are given
in F2 [52].

During the feature selection process, the data available for
all the feature selection methods is only the training sets.
The test set of each task is kept to be unseen during the
feature selection and model training process, so that a fair
comparison on the effect of the feature selection methods on
the generalisation of GP can be conducted. In each GP for
feature selection run, the training set is further split, where
70% randomly selected instances forms the sub-training set
and the other 30% forms the sub-test set to obtain the feature
importance. The same sub-training sets are used in C5.0. RF
uses the whole training set by bootstrapping a number of
samples (i.e. sub-training set) for constructing the trees and
obtaining the permutation importance of features on the out-
of-the-bag samples (i.e. sub-test set).

V. COMPARING GP-GPPI WITH GP-C5.0 AND GP-RF
A comparison between GP-C5.0, GP-RF and GP-GPPI will

be presented in this section. Standard GP is used as a baseline
for comparison. The comparison on the influence of the three
feature selection methods (C5.0, RF and GPPI) to the learning
ability and generalisation of GP for symbolic regression is the
main focus.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of training NRMSEs of the
100 best individuals from 100 GP for regression runs on
the training data of the six datasets, while Fig. 4 gives the
distribution of their corresponding test NRMSEs. Each boxplot
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Training NRMSEs of the 100 best-of-run individuals.

consists of four whiskered boxes for the four GP methods,
respectively (On F2, the notched boxplots in GP-RF and GP-
GPPI look different from others, this is because the first
quartile is too close to the median of the results).

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the evolution plots for the datasets.
On every generation, the lowest NRMSEs on the training
set are recorded, and the corresponding test NRMSEs of the
individual are also obtained (the test errors serve to examine
the evolution of generalisation, but are never take into account
during the evolutionary process). For the 100 GP runs, 100
lowest training NRMSEs and the test NRMSEs are collected
on every generation. Since the median value is suggested to be
more robust to outliers[11], it is preferred over the mean value
in this work. The evolution plots are drawn using the median
values of the 100 NRMSEs. The non-parametric statistical
significance test — Wilcoxon test is conducted to compare
the 100 training NRMSEs and test NRMSEs of the 100 best-
of-run models. The Wilcoxon test has been conducted on
comparisons between GP-GGPI and the other three methods,
and also between GP and GP-RF (GP with GP-C5.0). The
significance level is 0.05.

A. Results on the Training Sets — Learning Ability

To investigate and demonstrate the effect of the feature
selection methods on the learning ability of GP for high-
dimensional regression tasks, the regression performance re-
garding the training NRMSEs are reported here.

As shown in the training boxplots in Fig. 3, the difference
between the median of GP-GPPI and the other three methods
are large on four of the six datasets, i.e. F1, DLBCL, CCUN
and CCN. For these four datasets, the boxes of GP-GPPI
and other three methods overlap but not the median values.
It indicates GP-GPPI has much better training performance
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the Corresponding Test NRMSEs.

than the other three methods on these datasets. On F2, the
boxes of GP-GPPI and GP-RF overlap with medians. However,
there is no overlap between these two methods and the other
two methods, i.e. GP and C5.0. This means GP-GPPI has
comparable performance as GP-RF, which is much better than
the other two methods. On LD50, there is no obvious differ-
ence between the four methods. According to the statistical
significance tests, on F1, DLBCL, CCUN and CCN, GP-GPPI
has the best training performance among the four methods.
On F2, GP-GPPI has no significant difference from GP-RF
on the training set. However, both are significantly better than
the other two methods (GP and GP-C5.0). On LD50, there is
no significant difference between the training performance of
all the methods.

Fig. 5 shows more details of the evolutionary training
process of the four GP methods. GP-GPPI generally achieves
better training performance than the other three methods over
generations on four out of the six datasets except for on F2

and LD50. On these four training sets, GP-GPPI outperforms
the other three methods on the first several generations. The
difference on the NRMSEs between GP-GPPI and the other
methods becomes bigger and bigger over generations. On F2,
GP-GPPI and GP-RF are significantly superior to the other
two methods.

It is clear that in most of the datasets, feature selection can
promote the learning ability of GP in most cases. An intuitive
reason is that the reduction of feature space shrinks the search
space of GP. Thus the evolutionary process is more likely to
be guided towards the better models. Better feature selection
methods can shrink the search space of GP to be much smaller
but more effective since they can discard more irrelevant
features while keeping important features. Thus less effort is
needed for GP to converge to optimal models. It also explains
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Fig. 5. The Training Error Evolution Plots.

the pattern that the difference on NRMSEs between GP-GPPI
and the other three methods is increasing over generations, and
why GP-GPPI has a distinguished advantage over the other
methods.

B. Results on the Test Sets — Generalisation Ability

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of generalisation errors of the
100 best-of-run individuals. The overall trend is similar to
the training set, i.e. GP-GPPI outperforms the other methods.
Particularly on LD50, GP-GPPI has much lower median
NRMSEs than the other methods on the test set. The test
evolution plots in Fig.6 clearly show that GP-GPPI generally
has the best generalisation performance among all the methods
i.e. the lowest test NRMSE over generations. Based on the
results of the statistical significance tests, GP-GPPI achieves
significantly better generalisation gain than the other three
methods on five of the six datasets, except for F2. On F2,
GP-GPPI has slightly higher test error than GP-RF, but not
significantly. They both have a significantly lower NRMSE
than C5.0 and standard GP on the test set of F2.

On the two synthetic datasets F1 and F2, which contain
the same number of relevant features and noisy features,
the generalisation ability of the four methods show different
patterns. The intuitive reason might be that the target function
of F1(F1 = �g

x1x2
x

2
3

) is simpler than F2 (F2 =
30x1x3

(x1�10)x2
2

). All
the three feature selection methods can have generalisation
gain for GP on F1. On F2, which has a more complex target
function, the test errors of GP and GP-C5.0 do not reduce over
generations and even increases slightly over the final several
generations, while GP-RF and GP-GPPI can generalise well.
On F2, applying C5.0 for feature selection does not enhance
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Fig. 6. The Testing Error Evolution Plots.

but rather decrease the generalisation of GP. GP-C5.0 has
significantly larger NRMSEs than GP on the test set. One of
the possible reasons is that it did not keep all the relevant
features (in fact, it excluded the 2nd feature), although it
discarded a number of irrelevant features.

From the generalisation performance on the two synthetic
datasets, it can be observed that in GP-RF and GP-GPPI,
where the feature selection methods can reduce the noise that
was deliberately added while keeping the relevant features,
the evolved models have a higher probability to include the
truly relevant features. They are more accurate in expressing
the true relationship between the input variables and the
target variables, thus can definitely have better generalisation
performance.

On the four real-world datasets, GP-GPPI achieves the best
generalisation performance among the four methods, which is
confirmed by the Wilcoxon test. While on DLBCL, GP-GPPI
has notable generalisation gain over the other three methods,
on the other three tasks, GP-GPPI still outperforms the other
methods. On LD50 and DLBCL, while GP-RF has slightly
but not significantly better generalisation performance than
GP, GP-C5.0 has significantly higher test NRMSEs than GP
on LD50 and slightly better generalisation gain than GP on
DLBCL. On CCUN and CCN, GP-RF can not improve the
generalisation performance of GP to a significant level. GP-
C5.0 achieves a significant generalisation gain on CCN.

In summary, GPPI can enhance the generalisation of GP
more effectively because it can discard more noisy/irrelevant
features than other feature selection methods (feature selection
results will be presented in more detail in Section VII),
so that GP is more likely to construct models using the
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Fig. 7. GP-GPPI and Variants of GPWFS — The Training Error Evolution
Plots (GPWFS1 is deliberately set to run 100 generations).

relevant features. Moreover, the GP models with a continuous
property learn more than the stepwise function of the decision
trees, thus leading to better performance of GPPI in detecting
important features. This could be a major reason that GP-
GPPI is superior to the other GPSR methods on generalisation
performance.

VI. COMPARISONS BETWEEN GP-GPPI AND VARIANTS
OF GPWFS

The major difference between feature selection in GP-
GPPI and GPWFS is the method to decide the importance
of features. GPPI has an additional component, which is the
permutation feature importance. To investigate the effect of the
permutation method on identifying the truly important features
from the potentially relevant features, the comparison between
GP-GPPI and variants of GPWFS is necessary.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the evolution plots of the median
training and test NRMSEs of the 100 best-of-generation
individuals obtained on the training data in GP, GPWFS,
GPWFS1, GPWFS2 and GP-GPPI. Here, the best settings
among the 9 settings of GPWFS and 3 settings of GPWFS1,
which lead to the best generalisation performance in these two
methods, are chosen to report and compare.

As shown in Fig. 7, compared with the three variants of
GPWFS, GP-GPPI has better training performance on five of
the six datasets except for LD50. On the two synthetic datasets
F1 and F2, GP-GPPI has a much better learning performance
than all the three variants of GPWFS, shown as the much lower
training errors over generations. The advantage of GP-GPPI
over the variants of GPWFS are all significant on F1 and F2.
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Fig. 8. GPPI and Variants of GPWFS — The Corresponding Testing Error
Evolution Plots (GPWFS1 is deliberately set to run 100 generations).

On DLBCL, GP-GPPI achieves significantly smaller training
errors than GPWFS and GPWFS1, and slightly better training
performance than GPWFS2. On CCUN and CCN, GP-GPPI
has slightly but not significantly better learning performance
than GPWFS1 and GPWFS2. However, it still outperforms
GPWFS significantly on these two training sets. On LD50,
GP-GPPI achieves a comparable training performance with
GPWFS and GPWFS2, which are significantly worse than
GPWFS1 (the plot in green colour in Fig.7).

From Fig. 8, it can be observed that the overall pattern
in the test sets is similar to the training sets, i.e. GP-GPPI
outperforms the three variants of GPWFS in achieving better
generalisation performance on all the six datasets. On F1, F2

and DLBCL, GP-GPPI has achieved a dramatic generalisation
gain than the three variants of GPWFS. On LD50, GP-GPPI
also obtains significantly better generalisation performance
than the three variants of GPWFS. On CCUN and CCN, GP-
GPPI has significantly smaller test errors than GPWFS. Com-
pared with the generalisation performance of GPWFS1, GP-
GPPI obtained comparable results on CCUN and significantly
better results on CCN. The comparison between GP-GPPI
and GPWFS2 is different from GPWFS1. While GP-GPPI has
significantly smaller test errors than GPWFS2 on CCUN, their
generalisation performance is similar on CCN.

In summary, GP-GPPI is superior to the variants of GPWFS
both in the learning performance and the generalisation ability
on most of the datasets. On the two synthetic datasets, which
contain a large number of noisy features, the advantage of GP-
GPPI over the variants of GPWFS is more obvious than the
other four real-world datasets. GP-GPPI outperforms GPWFS,
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which might be because GPPI collects features from a number
of best-of-run GP individuals in different GP runs, which
are more sufficiently evolved than those in GPWFS. Features
appearing in these individuals are intuitively more reliable
than those selected from the best-of-generation individuals
in GPWFS. However, the major contribution is owed to
the effectiveness of permutation importance, which helps to
identify the real important features in GPPI. The comparison
between GP-GPPI and GPWFS2 confirms the contribution of
the permutation importance method.

VII. FURTHER ANALYSIS

This section presents a further analysis of the feature
selection results and the regression models evolved by the GP
methods. It is expected to provide a good way to understand
how GPPI advances the other feature selection methods in
promoting the generalisation of GPSR.

A. Feature Selection Results

To further analyse the feature selection ability of GPPI, it
is necessary to compare the selected features from different
methods. Here, we focus mainly on the comparison between
RF and GPPI, since they generally have the best performance
on benchmark problems and share the same mechanism(i.e.
permutation) to evaluate the importance of features. As the
main difference between the two methods lies in searching
the features and building the trees, the comparison is to
demonstrate whether the feature selection ability of GP is
superior to the search ability of RF.

Regarding the importance values of features, a positive
importance value is formed by the increased regression error
when the feature is shuffled. Since a new sub-test error is
obtained from a completely random feature, it should be higher
than the initial error on the sub-test sets. A positive value indi-
cates that the feature can contribute to reducing the regression
error. The bigger the value is, the more important the feature
is to the response variable. In highly correlated datasets, the
importance value of a feature in a single tree (in GP or
RF) can be small since another feature might have duplicate
information. However, obtaining the feature importance over a
group of trees can reduce the limitation. A negative importance
value is obtained by the reduced new regression error on the
permuted sub-test set. It indicates that the completely random
feature works even better than the original feature. Thus, the
feature is probably not predictive enough to the response value,
i.e. it is very likely not important. The zero value means the
feature does not appear in the GP trees or the decision trees
in most cases.

1) Feature Selection Results on the Synthetic Datasets:
The feature importance values in GPPI and RF on F1 and
F2 are shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that for F1, both
methods have a relatively small number of positive features,
which indicates that both can dramatically reduce the number
of features. Moreover, in the two methods, the top three
important features are consistent with all the truly relevant
features. In RF, the top three features all have much higher
feature importance from the other features, although it has a
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Fig. 9. Feature Selection Results on the Two Synthetic Datasets.

larger number of positive features. On the right part which
is for F2, the most obvious pattern is the same as F1. Both
GGPFI and RF can find the truly relevant features, and most
of these features can have much higher importance values than
other features. Compared with F1, both methods have a much
higher number of negative features on F2. The existence of
these features indicates permutation importance can identify
the noise which is not predictive to the response variable. As
mentioned earlier, F2 is harder than F1. This might cause a
decrease in the search performance of GP and RF for the
important features. Permutation importance contributes more
to identify the irrelevant features in this case. It is clear that
for the two tasks, both GPPI and RF can have good feature
selection ability on discarding a large number of noisy features
while keeping the most important features. The discarding of
noise takes the forms of not being used/included by the good
individuals and assigning a negative importance value to them.

2) Feature Selection Results on the Real-World Datasets:
For the real-world datasets, which have higher feature di-
mensionality than the synthetic datasets, the overall pattern is
different. The detailed importance values of LD50 and DLBCL
are presented since they have extremely higher numbers of
features and are (much) harder than the other two datasets
(CCUN and CCN).

Fig. 10 shows the importance values of features in LD50.
In GPPI, the number of features included in the evolved
models is much lower, and the permutation of features helps to
identify more negative features than RF. Thus the percentage
of features with negative importance is much higher in GPPI
(around 30%) than in RF, and a much smaller number of
positive features in GPPI than RF. Fig. 11 shows the feature
importance results on DLBCL. Compared with the total num-
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ber of features (which is 7399), both GPPI and RF can discard
a large number of noisy/irrelevant features. With regards to
the number of features included in models, the two methods
are quite different. GPPI selects a much smaller number of
features than RF. Different from LD50, where GPPI detects
a large number of negative features, on DLBCL most of the
features included in the good individuals of GPPI are positive.
However, many of the features appearing in the trees in RF
have negative importance values. Considering the number of
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Fig. 10. Feature Selection Results on LD50.
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Fig. 11. Feature Selection Results on DLBCL.

TABLE IV
TOP 10 IMPORTANT FEATURES ON REAL-WORLD DATASETS.

Dataset Method Top 10 Features

LD50 RFs 228, 335, 227, 469, 244, 0, 132, 408, 345, 547
GPPI 33, 271, 49, 592, 470, 100, 463, 15, 2, 146

DLBCL RFs 4130, 5289, 2458, 1629, 1187, 5378, 5292, 3798, 3251,
5291

GPPI 5357, 1674, 2441, 3400, 6134, 48, 262, 566, 573, 1197

CCUN RFs 43, 49, 2, 42, 67, 48, 14, 39, 123, 1
GPPI 49, 37, 40, 26, 70, 39, 4, 16, 48, 67

CCN RFs 50, 41, 68, 2, 32, 40, 27, 71, 30, 69
GPPI 44, 50, 3, 43, 15, 68, 2, 40, 49, 41, 71

positive features, GPPI is still much smaller than RF. The
overall pattern on the other two datasets (CCUN and CCN)
is similar with LD50 and DLBCL, that is, RF selects much
more features than GPPI. This is partially due to the larger
number of trees in RF, but the major reason is that due to
the randomly restricted feature selection scheme in RF, more
redundant features can appear to be important in RF, which
would be considered redundant and eliminated by GP. This
is confirmed by the much larger number of positive features
in RF than GPPI on LD50, where many pairwise features are
highly correlated regarding Pearson correlation (the correlation
plots are shown in online Supplementary Material). Overall,
GPPI is better in selecting fewer important features when
tackling high-dimensional real-world datasets.

Since the number of selected features is large on all of the
four datasets in both methods, we zoom in the results by listing
the most important features. The top 10 important features
selected by the two methods on the four real-world datasets
are shown in Table IV in a descending order of importance.
It can be observed that the top features selected by the two
methods are totally inconsistent on LD50 and DLBCL. The
small ratio of the instances over the number of features is
a major reason. Another reason is the existence of redundant
features. In contrast, the two methods selected many consistent
features among the top ten important ones on the other two
datasets. On CCN, six out of the ten are consistent. On CCUN,
the number is four. Compared with LD50 and DLBCL, the
ratios of the instances over the number of features are much
higher on CCN and CCUN. In summary, for the tasks that have
a high dimensionality and a large number of training samples,
such as CCUN and CCN, GPPI and RF can select many
consistent features. While for tasks which have a much higher
number of features than the number of instances, like LD50
and DLBCL, feature selection process becomes much harder
and many features have similar importance to the response
variable. Thus it is difficult to select the same features between
the two methods.

B. Analysis of Evolved Models

A further analysis was taken on examining the models
evolved by GP using features selected by the different meth-
ods. We randomly picked three evolved regression models
from the 100 GP runs on the synthetic dataset F1, where the
target function is known, and all the feature selection methods
performed well. The evolved models are shown in Table V.
The mathematically simplified forms of the models are also
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TABLE V
EXAMPLES OF GP INDIVIDUALS ON F1 = �gX1X2

X2
3

(g = 6.67408E � 11)

# Run Method Example of Best-of-Run Individual Simplified Individual

23rd

GP (⇤(⇤�0.33(⇤(⇤(⇤�0.600.099)(0�X2))(InvX3)))(⇤�0.052(⇤(sqrt(sqrtX14))

(⇤(⇤(0�(⇤0.10(0��0.0054)))(⇤0.047(0��0.0054)))(⇤�0.29(0�(Inv X3)))))))

4.83E�11X2

pp
X14

X

2
3

GP-C50 (⇤0.083(⇤(⇤0.10(⇤(0�(⇤�0.015X2))(⇤(⇤(⇤0.10(0�(⇤�0.015X2)))(⇤X1�0.039))�0.97)))�0.0054)) �4.449E�11X1X2

GP-RF (⇤(⇤(0�0.36)(⇤(⇤(0�0.36)(⇤0.083(⇤(⇤(⇤�0.15�0.018)(+0.83(⇤X23X31)))

(⇤�0.034�0.015))))�0.15))(⇤�0.15�0.018))
�1.049E�11(0.83+X23X31)

GPWFS (⇤(⇤(0�X2)(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤�0.60 0.099)(0�X2))((InvX3))(InvX4)))(⇤�0.052(⇤(sqrtX14)

(⇤(⇤(0�(⇤0.11(0� �0.0054)))(⇤0.047(0��0.0054)))(⇤�0.29�0.60)))))

7.366E�11X2
2

p
X14

X2
3

GP-GPPI (⇤(⇤0.90(⇤(⇤�0.052(⇤(⇤(0�0.032)(Inv(+X3 0.74)))(Inv(+(+X30.74)0.74))))(⇤�0.29�0.60)))

(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤�0.015(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤�0.29 0.099)0.054)(Inv(+X30.74)))X1))(Inv�0.78))(0�(0�0.055)))X2))
7.9104E�9X1X2

(X3+0.74)2(X3+1.48)

55th

GP (⇤(⇤�0.17 0.073)(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤�0.0970.56)(+(⇤(⇤X50�0.44)(⇤0.56�8.30E�4))�6.86E�4))

(+(⇤0.0065 (0�X1))�6.86E�4))(⇤ 0.0065(0�X1))))

4.381E�6 X1(2.045E�4 X50

�6.86E�4) (0.0065 X1+6.86E�4)

GP-C50 (⇤(⇤(0�X2)(0� 0.092))(⇤(⇤(0�(+(⇤(sqrt0.39)(sqrt0.39)) (0�(+0.45X1))))�8.30E�4)

(⇤(Inv(0�(Inv(⇤(⇤0.01�0.82) 0.002))))(⇤(sqrt0.39)(⇤�0.033 �0.82)))))
2.116E�11 X2 (X1+0.06))

GP-RF (⇤7.16E�4(0�(⇤(⇤(⇤X1(⇤(⇤X2�0.76)�8.30E�4))(⇤0.010 �0.76))(⇤0.010�0.76)))) �2.608E�11 X1 X2

GPWFS (⇤(0�(⇤�0.17 0.073))(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤�0.097 0.56)(0� (+(⇤0.0065(0�X1))�6.86E�4)))(0�X1))(⇤0.0065
(+(⇤(⇤X50�0.44)(+(⇤(⇤X50�0.44)(⇤0.56�8.31E�4))�6.86E�4)) �6.86E�4))))

4.381E�6(0.0065X1+6.86E�4)

(2.12E�4X2
50�6.86E�4)

GP-GPPI
(⇤(⇤(⇤(+�0.23 0.86)(⇤X1 0.0022)) (Inv(+X3(⇤(Inv(Inv(+X3X3)))(⇤0.074�0.046)))))

(⇤(⇤(sqrt(⇤(Inv(+X3 (⇤�0.046(+�0.230.86))))(Inv(+X3 X3)))) (⇤(⇤(0�0.0065)�0.44)

(⇤0.074(⇤�0.046 0.0065))))(Inv(Inv(Inv(Inv X2))))))

8.711E�11X1X2

X3

p
2X2

3
�0.05796X3

69th

GP (⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤(0��0.086)(⇤�0.018(0�(0��0.086))))(⇤(0� �0.086)(⇤(⇤(⇤(0�0.0051)(0� �0.086))

(0�(+�0.46(0� �0.018))))(0� 0.54))))0.0051)(Inv�0.90))
6.527E�12

GP-C50 (⇤(sqrt(+(sqrt(sqrt X2)) X2))(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤(0� 0.0051)(0� 0.0051))(⇤(sqrtX2) 0.0046))(⇤
�0.080(0�(⇤(sqrtX2)0.0046)))) �0.28))

�1.03E�10X2

q
X2+

pp
X2

GP-RF
(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤0.19 0.0039)(⇤(+(+(⇤0.98 0.34)X1)(⇤0.900.28))(⇤0.98 0.0039)))

(0�0.0051))(⇤(0�(⇤(+(+(⇤0.980.0039)X1)X47)(⇤0.98 0.0039)))X2)) (0�(+(⇤(⇤
(+X2X5) (⇤(⇤�0.014(⇤0.19 0.0039))X2))(0�(+X2X5)))(+ �0.014(⇤0.98 0.28)))))

5.413E�11X2(X1+0.5852)

(X1+X47+0.0038)

GPWFS (⇤(⇤(⇤(⇤(sqrt(0� �0.24))(⇤(⇤(⇤(0� 0.0051)(0� �0.086) ) (0� (+�0.46 0.11)))(0�
0.54))) (0�(0�0.0051)))0.0051) (⇤(+�0.46 0.11)(0� �0.018)))

7.04E�12

GP-GPPI
(⇤(Inv(0�(⇤X3X3)))(⇤(⇤(0� �0.012)(⇤(0� �0.012) (⇤�0.023(0�(⇤0.032 0.95)))))

(⇤(⇤(+(⇤�0.014 X1) (⇤�0.014X1)) (⇤0.057 X2))(+(+(Inv(0� (Inv0.33)))

(⇤�0.014(⇤�0.023(0�(Inv0.33)))))(⇤(⇤�0.014X1) (⇤�0.023 (Inv(⇤�0.014X1))))))))

5.669E�10X1X2

X2
3

TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN LASSO, RANDOM FOREST (RF), GP, AND

GP-GPPI

Benchmark Method Training NRMSE
(Medain±MAD)

Test NRMSE
(Medain±MAD)

Significance
Test
(with GP-GPPI)
(training, test)

F1

LASSO 0.17 0.22 (�, �)
RF 0.055±0.0013 0.16±0.0017 (�, �)
GP 0.012±0.016 0.095±0.03 (+, �)
GP-GPPI 0.037±0.043 0.049±0.064

F2

LASSO 0.11 0.09 (�, �)
RF 0.040±4.20E-4 0.078±5.61E-4 (�, �)
GP 0.002±2.97E-3 0.005±4.45E-3 (=, =)
GP-GPPI 0.005±4.45E-3 0.004±2.97E-3

LD50

LASSO 0.04 0.68 (+, �)
RF 0.097±7.61E-4 0.23±0.0013 (+, �)
GP 0.19±0.009 0.25±0.026 (+, �)
GP-GPPI 0.21±4.45E-3 0.21±4.45E-3

DLBCL

LASSO 0.18 0.22 (�, �)
RF 0.058±7.77E-4 0.13±0.0014 (+, �)
GP 0.088±0.012 0.182±0.032 (�, �)
GP-GPPI 0.081±0.012 0.11±0.019

CCUN

LASSO 0.13 0.15 (�, �)
RF 0.030±1.18E-4 0.098±2.25E-4 (+, =)
GP 0.073±1.48E-3 0.099±2.22E-3 (+, =)
GP-GPPI 0.076±1.48E-3 0.097±2.97E-3

CCN

LASSO 0.21 0.23 (�, �)
RF 0.054±1.77E-4 0.141±3.44E-4 (+, �)
GP 0.133±2.97E-3 0.143±2.97E-3 (+, �)
GP-GPPI 0.139±2.22E-3 0.139±2.97E-3

presented in Table V for an easier analysis of the models. In
these three runs, regarding the relevant features in the target
function F1 = �gX1X2

X2
3

(g = 6.67408E � 11), it can be
observed that GP-GPPI can include all the important features,
and uses only the relevant features to construct the models. On
the other hand, the other three GPSR methods and standard

GP either include some noisy features or can not include all
the relevant features. Concerning the shape of the models, it
is also easy to find that models in GP-GPPI have a much
closer/similar shape with the target model than those in the
other four methods (in the 69th run, GPPI almost found the
“true” model).

C. Further Comparison

TABLE VI shows the results of GP and GP-GPPI under
the same computation time. The results of LASSO and RF
for regression are also shown in the TABLE. For methods
with stochastic results (i.e. RF, GP and GP-GPPI), the median
value and the mean absolute deviation (MAD) of the 100
lowest training errors and their corresponding test errors are
presented. Median and MAD are claimed to be more robust
to the outliers [58]. For LASSO, only one unique result
is reported. The Wilcoxon test has been conducted on the
paired training errors and the test errors of the 100 best-of-run
individuals in GP-GPPI and the two methods (i.e., GP-GPPI
vs. GP, GP-GPPI vs. RF). The statistical significance test,
Z-test, is used to test the significant difference between GP-
GPPI (with a group of 100 results) and LASSO (one result).
While “�” means GP-GPPI performs significantly better than
the compared method, “+” indicates GP-GPPI is significantly
worse, and “=” stands for no significant difference.

It is clear that GP-GPPI achieves much smaller NRMSEs
than LASSO on both the training sets and the test sets on
most of the benchmark problems except for LD50. On LD50,
GP-GPPI has a significantly worse training performance than
LASSO. However, it achieves a much better generalisation
performance on LD50, which is also significant. On these
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synthetic datasets generated by the nonlinear target functions
with much noise and real-world high-dimensional regression
tasks, LASSO does not generalise well. Compared with RF
for regression, GP-GPPI obtains much smaller training errors
and test errors on the two synthetic datasets, both of which
are significant. On the four real-world datasets, GP-GPPI
has significantly larger training errors than RF. However, the
generalisation performance of GP-GPPI is better than RF on
all the four test sets. While on CCUN, the generalisation error
of GP-GPPI is slightly better than RF, on the other three test
sets, GP-GGPI outperforms RF in a significant way. In general,
GP-GPPI has a better generalisation ability than RF on the
benchmark problems.

When comparing GP-GPPI with GP (GP doubles the pop-
ulation size of GP-GPPI) under the same computation time,
the results show that on most of the benchmark problems, the
training errors of GP-GPPI are larger than RF, but it has much
smaller test errors than GP. On DLBCL which has a large
number of features (7399) and a small number of instances,
GP-GPPI outperforms GP on both the training set and the
test set, which indicates that the generalisation improvement
brought by GPPI to GP is not because of more computation
effort. Moreover, the regression performance of GP-GPPI in
this set of experiments is generally better than the original
setting, which means that better regression performance can
be expected when increasing the computation load properly.
However, it does not indicate that more computation load can
always achieve better generalisation, because of the risk of
overfitting.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a new feature selection method GPPI for
GP for high-dimensional symbolic regression is proposed.
GPPI collects features appearing in a number of best-of-
run GP individuals, and obtains the importance of features
using a permutation measure. Feature selection is based on
the importance values. The feature selection results show that
compared with RF, which is effective in finding important
features along with the presence of redundant features, GPPI
is more effective in identifying the truly relevant features. The
regression results of GP employing various feature selection
methods show that GPPI not only outperforms RF and C5.0
in improving the learning performance of GP, but also gains
much more benefits on the generalisation of GP. GP-GPPI
also outperforms GPWFS in enhancing both the learning
performance and generalisation ability of GP. Further analysis
of the models evolved indicates that GP-GPPI is superior
to the other methods on evolving models including only
the truly relevant features. Generally, these models are more
comprehensible.

Several interesting directions can be further investigated
in the near future. The ability of GPPI to identify the truly
relevant features is only confirmed on the two synthetic
datasets in this work. We would like to find more real-world
datasets, on which the truly relevant features are known in
advance, to further investigate and have more confidence in
the feature selection ability of GPPI. Meanwhile, since the

focus of this work is on feature selection as a way to improve
the generalisation of GP, the major comparison has been
conducted between different feature selection methods. The
comparison between GP-GPPI with some other state-of-the-
art methods to promote GP’s generalisation performance, such
as Pareto GP taking the model complexity as the second
objective of GP [13], [18], and improving generalisation of
GP by operating the training samples [59], [60], will also
be investigated in the near future. Furthermore, we intend
to investigate whether GPPI can promote the performance of
RF for regression/classification. It is also worth exploring the
effect of feature selection based on permutation importance
and Gini importance in RF to enhance the prediction ability
of regression/classification trees.
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